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Virginia Key Restoration Project- 
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A visual exploration of what restoration means to you as an abstract 
concept and/or a physical process.  

In class:  

-Introduction of the Virginia Key Restoration Project, synthesis of local settlement history and 
development and discussion of assigned reading (Miami Herald article).   

-Assignment discussion: Exploring the concept of restoration and psycho-geography working from 
experience through words and into image. Slide show of artist’s works ranging from Pre-Colonial Native 
American works to American Transcendentalists through Jackson Pollock in the US to works from Asia. 

A list of questions for discussion session include: 

How are we connected to the space we live in, physically and psychologically? 

What is personal space? How far does it go? 

What is sacred space? Is it a place, a person, a state of mind, or all of the above? 

What is involved in the process of group settlements and controlling nature? 

What is harmony? What is balance? 

Is a place a living thing/entity? 

How do we view responsibility as individuals, as community? 

How do we view restoration?  

What is our role in restoration? 

How do words and images connect the land with our mind and mental-scape? 

Immersion: visit Virginia Key Restoration Project 

On site group work:  

*short talk/ tour of the mini habitats restored.  Document with photographs. 

*short poetry reading by select students from works by Thoreau, Walt Whitman, the Tao Te Ching and  
local poets Michael Hettich and Campbell Mcgrath.  

On site individual work: 

*take a walk and explore, have conversations, get in the water, any activity that is interesting.   

*select landscape section/area. Describe restoration trajectory (birth,death, re-birth human intervention 
of local species) by jotting down a few words that come to mind in any format: a list, a poem, or a brief 



description paragraph. Then consider how to translate Words to Image. This is not a literal translation.  
Images may contain realistic renderings or abstract to non-objective mark-making or a morphing of 
approaches. 

Studio Work 

Group work: 

*Discussion of Virginia Key field trip activities.   

*Critique of on-site photos and sketches and possibility to share writing with fellow students. 

Individual work: 

*Composition thumb nails with India ink and ink wash-Words to Image 

*Title works and let the title begin to enter the image  

*Prepare and Execute large scale paper works (24x24inch) 

abiding |əˈbīdiNG| 

adjective [ attrib. ] 

(of a feeling or a memory) lasting a long time; enduring: he had an abiding respect for 

her. 
DERIVATIVES 

abidingly adverb [ as submodifier ] : an abidingly mysterious quality 

abide |əˈbīd| 

verb 

1 [ no obj. ] (abide by) accept or act in accordance with (a rule, decision, or 

recommendation): I said I would abide by their decision. 

2 [ with obj. ] (can/could not abide) informal be unable to tolerate (someone or 

something): if there is one thing I cannot abide it is a lack of discipline. 

3 [ no obj. ] (of a feeling or a memory) continue without fading or being lost. 

• archaic live; dwell. 

ORIGIN Old English ābīdan ‘wait,’ from ā - ‘onward’ + bīdan (see bide) . 
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